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Abstract. The near resonant response of suspended, elastic cables driven by planar excitation is investigated using 
a three degree-of-freedom model. The model captures the interaction of a symmetric in-plane mode with two 
out-of-plane modes. The modes are coupled through quadratic and cubic nonlinearities arising from nonlinear 
cable stretching. For particular magnitudes of equilibrium curvature, the natural frequency of the in-plane mode 
is simultaneously commensurable with the natural frequencies of the two out-of-plane modes in 1:1 and 2:1 
ratios. A second nonlinear order perturbation analysis is used to determine the existence and stability of four 
classes of periodic solutions. The perturbation solutions are compared with results obtained by numerically 
integrating the equations of motion. Furthermore, numerical simulations demonstrate the existence of quasi- 
periodic responses. 
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1. Introduction 

The dynamics of suspended cables is of interest in mechanical, structural, and ocean engineer- 
ing applications that require, for instance, the transmission of electrical or optical signals, the 
tethering of bodies over long distances, or the mooring and towing of vessels. The lightweight 
and flexible nature of cables, however, renders them susceptible to performance impairing 
oscillations. 

Summaries of recent research on cable dynamics can be found in [1, 2]. The prominent 
linear theory, credited to Irvine and Caughey [3], describes the free, linear vibration of 
suspended, elastic cables with small equilibrium sag and horizontal supports. Their linear 
theory predicts that response in the equilibrium plane decouples from response perpendicular 
to the plane. Thus, two classes of modes exist: in-plane modes and out-of-plane modes. 
Moreover, the in-plane modes fall into two symmetry groups distinguished by symmetric or 
anti-symmetric response. 

In this study, it is further noted that the natural frequencies of in-plane and out-of-plane 
modes are nearly always commensurable. These commensurable frequencies signal the poten- 
tial for particular modes to interact through internal resonances leading to non-planar (non- 
linear) cable response. Previous investigations have considered single internal resonances 
leading to non-planar free [4] and forced [5-7] responses involving a single pair of cable 
modes. 

Similar internal resonances exist in a wide variety of dynamical systems; see, for example, 
those reviewed in [8]. Experiments on suspended cables, which confirm the existence of 
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~- equil'~rium configuration 
Fig. I. An elastic cable, length L, is suspended between horizontal supports a distance H apart and has sag D 
at the mid-span. Three-dimensional displacement, ~7, from the equilibrium configuration is referred to the Frenet 
triad (h, ~, ~). Equilibrium (dynamic) configuration: dashed (solid) curve. 

two-to-one internal resonances [6], also confirm the existence of simultaneous one-to-one and 
two-to-one internal resonances [9], Previous analyses of simultaneous internal resonances 
include those for partially filled liquid containers [10] and coupled beam systems [11]. 

This investigation examines the forced, nonlinear oscillations of suspended cables excited 
by (possibly) simultaneous one-to-one and two-to-one internal resonances. A nonlinear con- 
tinuum cable model, valid for small equilibrium curvature, is discretized using the Galerkin 
method with a symmetric, in-plane mode and two out-of-plane modes. For particular curvature 
magnitudes, the natural frequency of the in-planar mode, o;a, is approximately equal to that 
of one out-of-plane mode, o;bl (~ o;a), and approximately twice that of another out-of-plane 
mode, o;82 (~ ½wa). The resulting three degree-of-freedom model is coupled through quadrat- 
ic and cubic nonlinearities which originate from nonlinear cable stretching. The quadratic 
nonlinearities are proportional to the magnitude of the equilibrium curvature. A harmonic 
external excitation with frequency f~ is applied normal to the cable equilibrium for the case 
of primary resonance of the in-plane model (f~ ~ o;a). 

2. Cable Model 

2.1. CONTINUUM MODEL FOR SMALL SAG 

An elastic cable suspended between two level supports a distance H apart is shown in Figure 1. 
The cable, in its equilibrium configuration (dotted curve), has a length of L and a sag at the 
mid-span, due to gravity, of D. The (non-dimensional) displacement of the cable (solid curve) 
about equilibrium is ~(8,t) = Ul(G t)~l + u2(s,t)~ + U3(8, t)~3 where s represents an arc 
length coordinate measured from the left support (s = 0) along the eenterline and t represents 
time. The unit vectors, ~1, ~, and ~3, are the Frenet triad defined by the equilibrium curve and 
are aligned with the tangential, normal, and bi-normal directions, respectively. 

The equations governing three-dimensional, geometrically nonlinear response about an 
arbitrary planar equilibrium are derived in [ 12]. An asymptotic form of these equations, which 
is valid in the limit of small equilibrium curvature, is used here [7]: 

normal direction, 

(1) 
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bi-normal direction, 

[v 2 + v]g(t)lu3,ss = u3,tt 

where 

1 / { 1 1  } 
g(t )  = + 2 + 21 

0 

(2) 

(3) 

with the boundary conditions ui(O) = ui(1) = O, i = 2,3. In equations (1)-(3), ( ),s = 
O( )/08,  ( ),ss = 02( )11082, and ( ),tt -'= 02( )lOt 2. 

Equations (1)-(3) describe transverse motion driven by an external harmonic excitation, 
f2(s) cos ftt, in the normal (~) direction. The constants v~ and vt 2 represent non-dimensional 
measures of the longitudinal and transverse wave speeds, respectively. The term [v 2 + v2g(t)] 
represents the overall cable tension comprising a static component, v 2 and a dynamic corn- t ,  
ponent, v~g(t), which captures the quasi-static stretching of the cable. This asymptotic model 
represents a nonlinear extension of Irvine and Caughey's [3] linear theory. Upon linearization, 
the equations (1)-(3) for free response, provide the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a 
suspended elastic cable as given by Irvine and Caughey [3]. These modes form the basis for 
the following discretization. 

2.2. DISCRETE MODEL 

Coupled in-plane and out-of-plane cable motion is investigated using a three-degree-of- 
freedom model. The asymptotic model for transverse response (1)-(3) is discretized using the 
separable solutions 

u2(s, t) = O~(S)al (t) (4) 

U3(8 , t) = (I~ 1 (8)fl 1 (t) "Jr- ~I~2(8)f12(t ) (5) 

where Oa (8) is an in-plane mode with corresponding natural frequency wa and ~5i (s), i = 1,2 
are out-of-plane modes with corresponding natural frequencies Wbl and wb2, respectively. 

Substitution of (4) and (5) into (1)-(3) and application of the Galerkin method lead to the 
discrete model 

in-plane direction, 

2 A2a~ + A3a 3 ~1 + 2~aWa&l + 03a~l -~- 

Jr- A4/~l 2 q- A5¢3~ + A6Cel~ 2 + A70qf l  2 = P cos (Qt )  (6) 

out-of-plane direction, 

/~1 n t- 2ffbl&bl/~l n t- ¢0b21/~1 n t- B2fl~ n t- B30qfl l  -~- B4oq2fll "~- B5/~l/~ 2 ~--0 (7) 

/32 + 2~b2wb2/)2 + w22/32 + C2/33 + C3a1~ + C4o~2/~2 "4- C5/~2/~2 = 0 (8) 

where modal damping terms have been introduced. The constants A2 - C5 and F are evaluated 
in a standard manner similar to that in [7]. Here it is noted that the coefficients of the quadratic 
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nonlinear terms vanish if @a is taken to be an anti-symmetric mode. For a symmetric mode, 
however, the coefficients are never zero for nonzero equilibrium curvature. 

Modal coupling between the three modes is greatly enhanced whenever the natural fre- 
quencies are (nearly) commensurable. Near any of the 'cross-over' points noted by Irvine and 
Caughey [3], the natural frequency of a symmetric in-plane mode is, approximately, the same 
as one of the out-of-plane modes and, approximately, twice that of another out-of-plane mode, 
i.e. OVa ~ 2Wb2 and o3 a ~,~ CObl. These cross-over points occur at the values A = nrr, n = 2, 4, 
6, . . . ,  where A is a non-dimensional cable parameter which accounts for the geometric and 
material properties of the cable. Near such cross-over points, the cable may exhibit strongly 
coupled response initiated by 2:1 and~or 1:1 internal resonance. 

3. Perturbation Analysis 

Periodic solutions to (6)-(8) are found for weakly nonlinear response near primary resonance 
of the in-plane mode. Solutions are determined up to second (cubic) nonlinear order using a 
generalization of the version of the method of multiple scales developed in [13]. 

Accordingly, the new independent time scales 

Tn = enf~t, n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  (9) 

are introduced where e represents a small positive parameter and Tn, n = 1 ,2 , . . .  are 'slow' 
time scales which capture the response due to the nonlinearities, damping, and external 
excitation. To second nonlinear order, O(63), the displacements are represented by three-term 
uniform expansions in the new time scales: 

3 
0~1 -~ Z 6noqn(To' T1, T2) 

n=l 

3 
/3i = ~ en/3i,~(To, T1,T2), i =  1,2. (10) 

n=l 

Ordering the excitation and damping terms so that they first appear at the first nonlinear order, 
O(¢2), the excitation frequency and the damping coefficients are expanded as: 

f~2 2 2 = ~ + ea = ~;~ + e(¢l + ca2) 

2~awaf~ = e#a = E(#al -q-~#a2) 

2~blWbl~ = C/Zbl = 6(~bl l  --t- 8~b12 ) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

2~b2Wb2~ = e#b2 = g(#b21 -Jr- e#b22 ). (14) 

Similarly, the excitation amplitude is expanded as: 

/~' = ¢2F = e2(F1 + eF2). (15) 

The quantities an, #a,~, #bln, #b2,~, and F,~ (n -- 1,2) are used in (I 1)-(15) to introduce external 
detuning, damping, and excitation at each nonlinear order. They are combined as shown to 
form the overall external detuning, damping, and excitation parameters given, respectively, 
by cr, #a, #51, #b2, and F.  Note that all of these quantities first appear at the first nonlinear 
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order. Near a cross-over point, the natural frequency of a symmetric in-plane mode is nearly 
equal to that of an out-of-plane mode and nearly twice that of another out-of-plane mode. 
These relationships are expressed by 

Wbl = Wa + e2pl (16) 

2Wb2 = Wa + ep2 (17) 

where Pl and P2 are overall internal detuning parameters. Here, the detunings are ordered 
so that the 1:1 internal resonance (16) appears with the cubic nonlinearities at the second 
nonlinear order and the 2:1 internal resonance (17) appears with the quadratic nonlinearities 
at the first nonlinear order. 

Substituting (9)-(15) into (6)-(8), defining rll = wbl/w~ and r]2 = Wb2/W~, and collecting 
terms with like powers of e, leads to the zeroth, first, and second nonlinear order equations 
below. 

O ( e  1 ), zeroth nonlinear order (linear): 

D2al  1 + Oq I = 0 

002/311 -+- r112/311 ~ 0 

D2/321 + ~'/2/321 = O. 

0 (e 2), first nonlinear order (quadratic): 

crl D2all #al 
D2a12 + a12 = - 2 D o D l a l l  ca~a w~ a D o a l l  - - 

A4 A5 1 f l  eiTo 

Crl D 2 / ~ 1 1 - _  D2/312 + 712/312 = -2DoD1/311 - D-~ 

(71 D 2 / 3 2 1 - _  n2f122 + .2/322 = -2Doni/321 - ~j-~ 

O(e 3), second nonlinear order (cubic): 

D 2 a 1 3  + oq3 

D2/313 -J- T112/313 

A2 

#bl 1 B3 
W 2 D°/311 -- cV--~- Oqlf l l l  

#b21 C3 

= - 2 D o D l a 1 2  - ( D  2 + 2 D o D 2 ) a l l  - - 

if2 D 2 c q l _ _  

2A2 
6da 2 Oql(el2 -- _ 

° '1 (Do20q2 + 2DoD10Lll ) 

#a l  w~ (D0oq2 + DlCell) -/~a.___22 Docql 

2A4 2A5 
A3 a~ 1 - -  /311/322 - --~-/321/322 

A7 1 f2 ei% A60ql/3121 _ _ _  Oql~21 -q- 

_ (r___[ (D2/312 + 2DoD1/311) -2DoD1312 - ( 9  2 + 29092)/311 w2 

(18) 

(19) 
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B2 
0"2 Do2flll #bl----2-1 (9o/312 Jr" D1/311) - #b12 D o f l l  1 _ _ _ / 3 ~ 1  

B5 B3 B40L21/311 -- ~ fl l lf l21 CO 2 (Oql/312 "q'- Oq2f l l l )  -- W---~ W 2 

oa (D02/322 + 2DoD  2,) D02323 + 72/323 = -2DoD1/322 - ( D 2 + 2DoD2)/321 - co-~a 

0"2 D2/321 /Zb21 (D0~22 + 01/~/21) - #b2.._._2 O0/321 _ 62 /331 

C3 C4 0~121 fl21 C5/321 ]321. (20) ¢d2a (0L11/322 -1- 0~12/321)- ~ -- ~--~a 

In the above equations, Dn = O( )/OTn, n = 0, 1, 2. The zeroth order equations describe 
free, undamped, linear response. The effects of damping, external excitation, and the quadratic 
(only) nonlinearities appear at the first nonlinear order. The second nonlinear order captures the 
effects of damping, external excitation, higher order corrections to the quadratic nonlinearities, 
and the cubic nonlinearities. It is emphasized here that since the coefficients of the nonlinear 
terms are of the same order, (at least) a second order nonlinear expansion is needed to 
capture the effects of the cubic nonlinearities. Solutions to (18)-(20) are found sequentially 
as follows. 

Zeroth Order Expansion 

The solutions to (18) are 

all(T1,T2) = Ka(TI,T2)e iT° +cc  and 

3,~l(T1,T2) = Kbn(T1,T2)ei~'~T°+cc, n =  1,2 (21) 

where Km(T1, T2), m = a, bl, b2 are slowly varying (complex) amplitudes determined by the 
following higher-order expansions and cc stands for the complex conjugate of the preceding 
terms. 

First Order Expansion 

Substitution of (21) into (19) leads to equations which govern the modulation of the (complex) 
amplitudes on the TI time scale. The non-homogeneous terms include secular terms, which 
become unbounded as t ~ co, and small divisor terms which become secular in the presence 
of the internal resonances (16)-(17). Elimination of the secular terms proportional to e +iTo, 
e q-in'To, and e +~nTo, leads to the three state equations 

0"1 _ i~al ~ A5 K22bei(p2/w,~)Tl -'b I f l  
-2iD~Ka + ~2a2 w2 } Ka - w--~ 2 w--~ = 0 (22) 

_2i71D1Kb1+ (a~a2a 72 .#bl_____}.l ) --  ~ CO~ 71 Kbl = O 

-2i72D1Kb2 + -~a 72 -- "#b2-'---L1 W2 72 K b 2 - -  C3 K a f ( , b 2 e _ i ( ~ / w , , ) T l  = 0 

(23) 

(24) 
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where the overbar denotes a complex conjugate. The above state equations, (22)-(24), can 
lead to a 2:1 internally resonant response which may exhibit the saturation phenomena [7] 
and [15]. Consideration of higher order corrections by the quadratic nonlinear terms and 
inclusion of the cubic nonlinear terms (unaccounted for at the first nonlinear order) will 
modify the 2:1 response and generate additional internally resonant responses. Therefore, the 
perturbation analysis is extended to second order to account for (1) the contribution of the 
cubic nonlinearities, and (2) the higher order corrections due to the quadratic nonlinearities. 

Second Order Expansion 

Extending the perturbation analysis to second order requires finding the particular solutions to 
(19). After eliminating the secular terms (22)-(24) from (19), the particular solutions are 

A2 T...-2 2iT o A4 Kb21 e2ir/iTo 
1~ a e a)2 -- 402aWbl 

A4 A5 ) 
A2 K~Ka + - -  K b l K b l  -[- - -  K b 2 K b 2  --[- cc  - 

Oq2 

(25) 

B3KaKbl B3KaKbl e i(l+~l)T° + e i(1-n~)T° + cc (26) 
312 = W2 + 202aO3bl 02 2 --  202a02bl 

/322 - -  C 3 K a K b 2  e i ( l+°2)T° + cc .  (27) 
w] + 2WaWb2 

Substituting (21) and (25)-(27) into (20) leads to equations for al3,/313, and/323 which govem 
the variations of the (complex) amplitudes on the T2 time scale. Elimination of the secular 
terms at this order requires 

#,~l ~ (or2 _ i#a2 ~ - D 2 K a  - 2iD2Ka - (2i~a + D1Ka + Ka 
, ,  ] <4 ) 

+ 8A1K2Ka + 8A2KaK21 e2i(pU~'~)T2 + 8A3KaKblKbl 

+ 8A4K~Kb2Rb2 + 1 f2 _ 0 
2 ~ (28) 

~b l  I -D2Kbl  - 2i~lD2Kbl - 2icr[ rll + D1Kbl + 
] 

+ 8AsKb21/(bl + 8A6K2Kble -2i(pl/wa)T2 

+ 8AvKaKaKbl + 8AsKblKb2Kb 2 = 0 

( ~ n l  2 -  '#bl---A nl) Kb~ 

(29) 

) \ Wa --~a ] D 1 K b 2 +  ~ 7  2 -  .#b2_.__22 z w2 a rl2 Kb2 

+ 8A9K~2Rb2 + 8AIoKa/~Kb2 + 8AllKblKblKb2 = 0 

where the coefficients A1-All are given in Appendix A. 

(30) 
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Equations (28)-(30) contain derivatives with respect to both the T1 and Tz time scales. 
However, since those equations describe modulations on the T2 time scale only, they should 
be taken to be independent of T1 [13]. 

Equations describing the modulations of the complex displacement amplitudes on the 
original time scale T follow from the definition 

~'n  = cD1Kn + ¢2D2Kn, n = a, bl, b2. (31) 

Combining (22)-(24) and (28)-(30) (with derivatives with respect to Tl neglected) in (31) 
yields the three equations 

= ~ aKa - i#aKa - AsK~2e i(~p:/~')T° + ~ f 2iRo a 

+ 8e2(A1K2a~g.a + A2RaKb21 e2i(~2Pl/~-)T0 

+ A3KaKblKbl + h4KaKb2fi[b2) (32) 

2i[~.bl = W'--~a (trT1Kbl -- i#blKbl ) 

+ 8~ 2 (AsK21/~bl + A6g2ff[ble-2i(eZPl/W,~)To 

+ AvKaff[aKbl + iSKblKb2gb2) (33) 

2i[(b2 = w--~e ( °'72Kb2 - i#b2Kb2 - C3 

8~ 2 
+ - -  (A9K~2/~b2 + AloKaf(agb2 + Allgblffgblgb2) (34) 

72 

governing the (complex) amplitudes K1, Kbl, and Kb2. The overdot denotes a derivative with 
respect to the original time scale To. 

3.1. ANALYSIS OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 

Approximate, steady-state periodic solutions of (6)-(8) are found from the singular points of 
an autonomous form of (32)-(34). The algebraic equations defining these singular points are 
found by introducing the polar forms, 

1 
Ka -- ~ al (T1, T2)e io'(TI'T2) 

1 
Kbn = ~ bn(T1,T2)e i°b'~(T~'T2), n = 1,2 (35) 

in (32)-(34), separating these equations into real and imaginary parts, and setting all of the 
time derivatives to zero. This procedure yields 

al~2 ---~ al&2--I-c(-~ b22cOS~l) 

-- ¢2(2aj2)(Alal 3 + A2albl2 cos'y2 + A3al b2 + A4aI b2) -eFcosOa (36) 
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A5 b2 sin,), 1 + ~(2w2A2axb2sin"72) _ F sin0~ (37) 
al#a - 2 

b l f 2 2 = b l W 2 a + e 2 ( ~ 2 ) [ w H p l b l _  2 3 A6a12blCOS"T2 A7a2bl+ a)a(Asb 1 + + A8bl b22] (38) 

( 2wa2 A6a2bl sin72 ) (39) bl#bl = --e \ ~]1 

()(_1 
b2f22 = b2w~ + e ~l~ Wb2p2b2 + b2 cos 

_ g2 {2W2~ (A9623 q_ Aloal2b2 "b Allb2b2) (40) 

03 
b2#b2 = ~ alb2 sin'Tl (41) 

where r/1 = ~bl/~a, ~2 = wb2/~, "71 = 2062 - 0~ + (ep2/w~)To, and "72 = 20H - 20~ + 
2(¢2pl ]~a)To. The six equations above can be solved simultaneously for the three amplitudes, 
al, bl, and b2 and the three phases, 0a, "71, and "72 for specified cable and excitation parameters. 
This was done numerically using the MINPACK subroutine HYBRD, a Powell hybrid root 
finding algorithm for nonlinear algebraic equations. Multiple solutions branches were captured 
by varying the initial guesses. Equations (36)-(41) admit four classes of solutions: (1) pure 
in-plane response (a~ ~ 0, b~ -- b~ = 0), (2) pure 1:1 internally resonant response (a~ ~ 0, 
b~ ~ 0, b~ = 0), (3) pure 2:1 internally resonant response (a~ ~ 0, b~ -- 0, b~ ~ 0), and 
(4) simultaneous 1:1 and 2:1 internally resonant response (a~ ~ 0, b~ ~ 0, b~ ~ 0). 

3.2. STABILITY OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 

The stability of all steady-state periodic solutions of (6)-(8) is determined with respect to 
perturbations in all three modes by linearizing the autonomous form of (28)-(30) about each 
singular point (which correspond to the periodic solutions) and examining the eigenvalues 
associated with the resulting linear variational equations. These equations are formed by 
substituting into (28)-(30) the phase angles, "71 and "72, and the expressions 

Ka = K*+SKa 

Kbn ---- Kin + 5Kbn, n = i, 2 (42) 

1 ~* AO~ 1 •* _iO,* where K~* = ga 1 ~ and K~',~ = n = 1, 2 are singular points defined by (36)-(41) ~U~t~ on~ 

and ~Kj, j = a, bl, b2 are small perturbations, and then retaining only first order terms in 
6Kj. Solutions for the (complex) perturbation terms are sought in the form: 

6Ka = [(p~ + ipi)ei°*~le ~T° 

5Kbn = [(qnr + iqni)eiOg'qe~T°, n = 1,2 (43) 

where pr, pi, qnr, and qni, n = 1, 2 are real constants and A are the eigenvalues governing the 
local stability of the singular points. The linear variational equations are cast in the form 

[A]{x} = A{z} (44) 
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where {z} = {Pr, Pi, qlr, qli, q2r, q2i }T and the eigenvalues, An, n = 1,2, . . . ,  6, are calculated 
numerically using a standard eigenvalue solver. Unstable periodic solutions (singular points) 
are distinguished by Re[An] > 0 for any n -- 1, 6. 

To guide the study, two key bifurcation conditions are determined first, by examining 
stability of one and two-mode solutions with respect to either the bl or b2 coordinate directions 
alone. These conditions are used to locate parameter values where (multimode) class 2, 3, and 
4 solutions are born. 

The first condition considered governs stability of class 1 and 3 solutions (b~ = 0) to 
perturbations in the bl coordinate direction alone. In this case, the eigenvalue sub-problem 
defined by the elements A(3,3), A(3,4), A(4,3), and A(4,4) of [A] provides the eigenvalues 

. . . .  ~'#bl [(e2A6/2 a~4 (~711 O" C2pll_e2A7a~2..lc2A8b~2)2] 1/2 (45) 
/~3,4 ~ -4- L \ 711 ,] ~k 2602 03a 711 711 

When A3 or A4 vanish, a pitchfork bifurcation exists at which point: (1) if (a~', b~) corresponds 
to a planar (one-mode) solution, then the planar solution exchanges stability and a 1:1 internally 
resonant (two-mode) solution bifurcates from the planar solution, or (2) if (a~, b~) corresponds 
to a 2:1 internally resonant solution, then the 2:1 solution exchanges stability and a (non-trivial) 
three-mode solution bifurcates from the 2:1 (two-mode) solution. 

The stability of class 1 and 2 solutions (b~ = 0) with respect to perturbations in the b2 
coordinate direction alone is determined by the eigenvalue sub-problem associated with the 
elements A(5,5), A(5,6), A(6,5), and A(6,6) of [A], which provides 

C#b2 [( ~C3 ~2 a~2- (c7120 eP2 ~2A10 a~2 c2A11 )2] 1/2 
/~5,6 = ~ -at- \ 46027]2, ] ~k 2032 ~ a  -t- ~2 q- 7]2 b~2 .(46) 

When A5 and A6 vanish, another pitchfork bifurcation exists at which point: (1) if (a~, b~) 
corresponds to a planar solution, the planar solution exchanges stability and a 2:1 internally 
resonant (two-mode) solution bifurcates from the planar solution, or (2) if (a~, b~) corresponds 
to a 1:1 solution, then the 1:1 solution exchanges stability and a (non-trivial) three-mode 
solution bifurcates from the 1:1 (two-mode) solution, 

4. Example Results 

An example is presented here to illustrate the characteristics of the four classes of periodic 
solutions. The system parameters are chosen to be similar to those of an example presented 
in [7]. The coefficients of the nonlinear terms of (6)-(8) are given in Table 1. The coefficients 
As and C3, which greatly influence the 2:1 internally resonant response, are the same as those 
given in [14]. The natural frequencies are wa = 2.01, Wbl = 2.00, and Wb2 = 0.99, resulting 
in the internal detunings e2pl = -0.01 and ep2 --- -0.03. The system is lightly damped with 
Ca = 0.03980, (bl = 0.02000, and (b2 = 0.00505. 

In the following figures, solid (dashed) curves represent the amplitudes of stable (unsta- 
ble) periodic solutions. The diamonds represent these amplitudes obtained by numerically 
integrating the original equations of motion (6)-(8). 

Figure 2 shows the modal amplitudes, a~, b~, and b~, as functions of the excitation ampli- 
tude, F. All four response classes appear in specific ranges of F. In this example, the excitation 
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Table 1. Coefficients of nonlinear terms. 

Az -2.000 

A3 -6.622 
A4 -1.390 
As -8.000 
A6 -5.740 
A7 -12.230 

/32 -3.346 C2 -5.4983 
133 -38.911 C3 -4.000 
/34 48,894 C4 -15.178 
Bs 109.370 Cs -14.784 

Table 2. Bifurcation points in Figure 2. 

Point Type F (× 104) Solutions involved 

a pitchfork 72.125 planar and 2:1 
b pitchfork 205.520 planar and 1:1 
c pitchfork 232.334 3 mode and 2:1 
d pitchfork 262.570 3 mode and 1:1 
e saddle node 215.610 3 mode 
f Hopf 216.067 3 mode 
g Hopf 260.390 3 mode 

frequency is fixed at ~2 = 2.02 (external detuning, ea  = 0.0403). Following the aforemen- 
tioned stability analysis, it was observed that solution stability is exchanged through pitchfork, 
saddle node, and Hopf bifurcations. The bifurcation points labeled a through g in Figure 2 are 
summarized in Table 2. 

As seen in Figure 2(a), for F < 72.12 × 10 -4, the only non-trivial response is in the 
direction of the directly excited coordinate, al. This planar response (denoted as 1) is a (weakly) 
nonlinear perturbation of the non-homogeneous linear response problem corresponding to (6) 
alone. Marginal stability of this planar solution (b T = b~ = 0) with respect to perturbations in 
the b2 direction alone is determined from (46) for A5 = 0 or A6 = 0. The resulting equation is 
quadratic in aT 2 and provides the a T values at all pitchfork bifurcations where 2:1 intemally 
resonant solutions (denoted 2:1) are born. Using these amplitude values in (36)-(37) leads 
to the corresponding bifurcation values of F.  In this example, .~5 = 0 or A6 = 0 occurs at 
F = 72.12 × 10 -4 and F ~ 10.0. 

The latter bifurcation occurs in an excitation amplitude range well beyond the range of 
applicability of the weakly nonlinear motion assumption; see [7]. At the former bifurcation 
point, labeled a, a non-trivial, stable b~ solution branch is bom from the trivial solution; see 
point a in Figure 2(c). At this point, the spectrum of [A] is such that A5 = 0 and Re[hi] < 0, 
i -- 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 indicating that the exchange of stability is caused by a perturbation in the 
b2 direction only. This solution class is discussed in detail in [7]. As F is increased in the 
neighborhood of point a, only the 2:1 internally resonant response is stable. This solution, 
obtained from a second nonlinear order analysis, does not saturate in contrast to predictions 
based on first order analyses; for example, see [15]. 
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Fig. 2. Modal amplitudes (a~, b~, b~) vs. excitation amplitude (F)  for the example system. Response classes: 1 
- planar; 1:1 - two mode; 2:1 - two mode; 2:2:1 - three mode. Points a through g: bifurcation points listed in 
Table 2. (a) a~': amplitude of the in-plane mode (natural frequency w~), (b) b~': amplitude of an out-of-plane mode 
(natural frequency ~bl ~ ~a),  (c) b~: amplitude of an out-of-plane mode (natural frequency ~2 ~ ½w,,). Stable 
solutions: solid curves; unstable solutions: dashed curves; numerical results: diamonds. 
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At bifurcation point b, an unstable 1:1 internally resonant solution (denoted 1:1) bifurcates 
from the unstable planar solution; see Figure 2(b). Here, A3 = 0, from (45), and the unstable 
planar solution remains unstable with respect to perturbations in both the bl and b2 coordinate 
directions° The 1:1 solution becomes stable at point d and for F > 262.57 x 10  - 4  is the 
only stable periodic solution. The 1:1 resonant solution for the cable is excited through cubic 
nonlinearities in a manner similar to the non-planar 'whirling' seen in strings; for example, 
see [16]. 

The relationship between motions dominated by the quadratic nonlinearities (2:1 solutions) 
and by the cubic nonlinearities (1:1 solutions) is clearly seen in the results presented in Figure 2. 
At 'small' excitation amplitudes, the response is planar and no modal interactions exist. At 
'intermediate' excitation amplitudes, the response is dominated by the internal resonances 
associated with the quadratic nonlinearities. At 'large' excitation amplitudes, the internal 
resonances associated with the cubic nonlinearities are dominant. At 'moderate' excitation 
amplitudes defining the region between quadratic and cubic dominated responses, all three 
modes strongly interact. 

Three-mode solutions (denoted 2:2:1) exist along branches connecting points d and c in 
Figures 2(a)-(c) and provide a transition between the 2:1 and the 1:1 internally resonant 
solutions. The three-mode solutions are born at point c where a 2:2:1 solution bifurcates from 
a 2:1 solution, A3 = 0 in (45) for the case (a~ ~ 0, b~ ~ 0), and d where a 2:2:1 solution 
bifurcates from a 1:1 solution, A5 = 0 in (46) for the case (a~' ~ 0, b~ ~ 0). 

The three-mode solution branch which bifurcates from c is unstable until reaching the 
saddle node bifurcation (point e) where stability is exchanged. As the excitation amplitude is 
increased from e, the three-mode solution remains stable until it reaches point f, where the 
solution loses stability through a Hopf bifurcation. Stability is regained at point g through 
another Hopf bifurcation and remains stable until the pitchfork bifurcation at point d. Note, 
that for any excitation amplitude between those at points c and g, only unstable periodic 
solutions can be found. No stable periodic solutions exist in that region. 

Between the Hopf bifurcation points f and g, this system exhibits (at least) quasi-periodic 
response. This is illustrated in Figures 3(a)-(c) which show the response histories of the three 
modal coordinates, al,/31, and/32 as determined by numerical integration of (6)-(8). From 
Figure 2 note that, for this case F = 225 x 10 -4, and a stable periodic 2:1 solution co- 
exists with two unstable periodic 2:2:1 solutions. For the particular initial conditions selected, 
however, the steady-state behavior illustrated in Figure 3 represents a quasi-periodic response 
in which each coordinate response contains a 'fast' frequency (approximately equal to its 
corresponding natural frequency) and a 'slow' frequency which defines the frequency of the 
amplitude modulation. Also, note that the al and/31 time histories are not centered about 
the equilibrium. This drift is caused by the even-powered nonlinear terms associated with the 
coefficients A2, A4, As, and B3 in equations (6)-(7). 

This quasi-periodic response is clearly illustrated by the Poincar6 section shown in Figure 4. 
For this three degree-of-freedom system, the section is created by sampling the (six) state 
variables at every period of the excitation and projecting the result onto a three-dimensional 
space of the modal coordinates, al,/31, and/32. For a large sampling interval, the points 
accumulate along the closed curve which represents a cross section of a toms attractor. 

The frequency response of the system is illustrated in Figures 5(a)-(c) for the case F = 
225 × 10 -4. At this excitation amplitude, all four response classes exist for specific ranges 
of excitation frequency, ~2; refer to Figure 2. The bifurcation points labeled a through j in 
Figure 5 are summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Bifurcation points in Figure 5. 

a pitchfork 1.882 planar and 2:1 
b pitchfork 2.065 planar and 2:1 
c pitchfork 1.927 planar and 1:1 
d pitchfork 2.026 planar and 1:1 
e pitchfork 1.896 3modeand 1:1 
f pitchfork 2.028 3 mode and 2:1 
g pitchfork 2.004 3 mode and 1:1 
h pitchfork 2.035 3modeand2: l  
i Hopf 2.031 3 mode 
j Hopf 2.005 3 mode 

As shown in Figure 5(a), the planar solution is stable for excitation frequency (f~) values 
to the left of point a and to the right of point b. Between points a and c, and b and d, the 
planar solution is unstable with respect to perturbations in the b2 direction. Between points c 
and d, it is unstable with respect to perturbations in both bl and b2. Note that the (unstable) 
resonant peak of the planar solution occurs slightly to the left of the in-plane natural frequency, 
a;a = 2.01. 

The 2:1 internally resonant solution, shown in Figures 5(a) and (c), bifurcates from the 
planar solution at points a and b. Similar to examples presented in [7], the 2:1 solution 
bifurcating from point a is unstable and persists until f2 = 1.530 where it exchanges stability 
at a saddle node bifurcation (not shown). A stable solution branch exists between the saddle 
node and point f, and between points h and b. Unlike the 2:1 solution branches to the left of 
the resonant peak, no saddle node bifurcation exists on the right side, for this example. 

At points c and d in Figures 5(a)-(b), 1:1 internally resonant solutions bifurcate from the 
planar solution. Between points d and g, the solutions are unstable with respect to perturbations 
in the b2 direction. They are stable between g and e and are again unstable from e to c. Note 
that the overall frequency range in which the 1:1 response exists is smaller than that for the 
2:1 response. 
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Two separate branches defining two three-mode responses exist connecting points e and 
f, and g and h in Figure 5. The branches between e and f are unstable while the branches 
between g and h are born stable but lose stability between Hopf bifurcations, points i and j. 
Figures 3 and 4 (f2 = 2.02) demonstrate that, for this example, quasi-periodic response exists 
for excitation values between those defining points i and j. 

From Figures 2 to 5, note that the solutions obtained by numerically integrating the 
equations of motion compare very favorably with the planar, 1:1 and 2:1 internally reso- 
nant response predicted by the perturbation analysis. The perturbation analysis also predicts 
that stable, periodic three-mode solutions exist in small excitation parameter (F, f2) regions. 
This last class of periodic solutions, however, could not be verified through numerical sim- 
ulations. For these parameter values, simulations indicate that the steady-state response is 
quasi-periodic. 

5. Summary and Conclusion 

Internal resonances in suspended, elastic cables driven by planar excitation are investigated. 
A discrete model, which describes the response of three cable modes, captures three types 
of internal resonances: separate 1:1 and 2:1 internal resonance and a simultaneous 2:2:1 
internal resonance. Periodic solutions and their stability axe determined for the three degree- 
of-freedom model through a second order perturbation analysis. Four classes of periodic 
solutions are found which describe: (1) pure planar (single-mode) response, (2) pure 1:1 (two- 
mode) internally resonant response, (3) pure 2:1 (two-mode) internally resonant response, and 
(4) simultaneous 2:2:1 (three-mode) internally resonant response. A first order perturbation 
analysis shows that quadratic nonlinearities initiate the 2:1 response. Extending the pertur- 
bation analysis to second order captures the higher order corrections to the 2:1 responses 
and reveals that the cubic nonlinearities may initiate either separate 1:I or simultaneous 2:2:1 
responses. The stable and unstable 2:2:1 periodic solutions define the transition between stable 
periodic solutions dominated by quadratic nonlinearities (2:1) and those dominated by cubic 
nonlinearities (1:1). 
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Appendix A: Coefficients from the Second Order Expansion Equations 

A1 8w 4 A 2 - , 

2A4B3 
1 - A 6  - + A2 = 

2A2A4 ) 
Ofia - 4WaWbl ' 
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B3 
A3 : ~ l  ( 2 A 2 A 4 -  A4032 (032 • B3203a03bl q- o32 - ~a03bl ) - -  A6032) ' 

1 ( 2A5C3co~ ) 
A4 = -~w4a 4A2A5 - 2A7032a 032 + 203a0362 ' 

A5 = 8034 2A4B3 - 3B203 2 + 03~---~---awbl ' 

A6 - \ 303  + 03 - o03bt / 
2 2 B2032 ) 1 B303a 3 a 
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1 1 
A8 = (2A5B3 - 2B5032), A9 -- w-x (2A5C3 - 3C2032) 
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2 2  1 c¢03a 
Alo = 8034 2A2C3 - 2C403 2 w 2 + 203a03b=]' and 

1 
All : ~ (A4C3 - C5032). (47) 
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